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EXECUTIVE STATEMENT: 

We have one amazing industry in Australia:  it is the manufacture of our 
energy.  The energy is manufactured by burning coal and gas. This 
industry must be expanded enormously. Destroy it at our peril.  

 

INDRODUCTION  

I am 80 years old and was born in South Africa.  I have also lived in 
Brazil, USA, and arrived in Australia in 1981. My background is real 
estate and property development and a major share investor. Twice 
married and I have three children.  A brief background to support my 
experience.  

For the last decade I have been involved in refuting the ‘carbon dioxide 
is a poisonous gas’ myth, now morphed into ‘carbon’, and challenging 
the global warming vendetta that has morphed into climate change and 
now a climate emergency. In recent years it has been clear that China 
controls the world climate, and unless they take action, destroying our 
economy for a less than 1% effect is mad. I am a financial supporter of 
the Carbon Sense Coalition – Viv Forbes.  

OTHER SUBMISSIONS 

I read many of the other excellent submissions. I then went back to them 
to see if one comment best summarised my feelings. Luther is correct, 
and I fully concur:  I say Good Luck because I cannot see this happening 
in my life time. 

Quote from Peter Luther’s submission.  

To re-establish manufacturing in this country it will take a lot of work and 
money and a lot of trades people.  

You will need to do the following:- 1. Firstly you need someone or 
something to supply the funds to do all this at low interest rates. 2. 
Employ the workers, also Tradespeople to build the equipment and 
maintain it. 3. Resurrect TAFE to train the future Tradespeople to run 
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and maintain things. 4. Build new factories. 5. Outfit the factories with 
the plant and equipment.  

So on that note I say Good Luck because I cannot see this happening in 
my life time. All we appear to get from our politicians is political rhetoric 
with no action and no real interest. Remember that while you 
procrastinate our current pool of skilled workers is still aging and the 
skills die with their owners 

THE CHINA PRICE 

During the last, say twenty years, I have travelled extensively in Africa.  
Much of the discussion I have relates to the very focus of this 
investigation: how to establish local industry.  You can have the most 
stimulating and hopeful discussions about creating a product/industry 
but it all finally comes down to the China Price.  How much can you buy 
this product for in/from China! Well, you know the answer.  It is always 
cheaper, and the source will be more reliable. The only time the product 
might be cheaper is if it is heavily subsidised or protected. [Refer to 
Peter Luther’ comments in his full submission.] Clearly not 100% of the 
time China, but it ends up with the product being more economically and 
reliably sourced offshore. In discussion with locals the words used are 
literally ‘the China Price’. 

THE AUSTRALIA PRICE 

In Australia we have to build-in all the costs of; 1 ½ time for a Saturday, 
2 times for Sunday, holiday loadings, Medicare, NDIS [a monster in the 
making], Aboriginal support, homosexual issues, transgender issues, 
carbon taxes [of many indirect kinds and increasing.] and many other 
noble social costs.  Who needs this in your life! Do what local 
entrepreneurs have done for years and will continue to do, hop on the 
plane and go get it somewhere else in the world. You come back with a 
contract in hand for a fixed price and delivery date.  

Online international shopping makes the Australia Price even less 
competitive. Almost a case of ‘the Google price’ as the China Price 
above.  

ENERGY MANUFACTURE 

We have one amazing industry in Australia; it is the manufacture of our 
energy.  The energy is manufactured by burning coal and gas.  
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Yet as you deliberate about how to create industry, a horrible number of 
people in the country, and the world, are aggressively doing their best to 
close it down. ARE WE MAD? 

Their success can be measured by the increasing number of solar 
panels and wind turbines in the country.   

The exact share of the market is not material now, but over 70% of the 
panels and turbines are made in China.  You can be sure in ten years’ 
time it will be over 80%! China has a vested interest in countries closing 
down their coal and gas industries and diverting energy supply to China.   

The possibility of manufacturing solar panels and wind turbines in 
Australia is a fantasy.  

 

CHINA THE AGGRESSOR 

I do not believe that anybody disputes that in the last few years China 
has become a threat to international stability.  The benign, would-be 
free-trading nation is history.  The current relationship with Australia 
specifically proves this. It is likely that our relationship will deteriorate in  
the years ahead unless we kow-tow to China’s policies and economic 
coercion.  

Based on this conclusion, to close down our energy industry and convert 
to a source of power that is manufactured by a hostile foreign power is 
total stupidity.   This consideration must override all the climate hysteria 
and renewable energy issues.  

 

FINIS 
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